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Abstract. There has been a great deal of interest in the computation of distances and shortest paths problem in graphs which is one of the central, and most studied, problems in (algorithmic) graph theory. In this paper, we survey the exact results of the static version of the all-pairs shortest paths problem and its variants namely, the Wiener index, the average distance, and the minimum average distance spanning tree (MAD tree in short) in graphs (focusing mainly on algorithmic results for such problems). Along the way we also mention some important open issues and further research directions in these areas.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The problem of finding the shortest distance between two vertices of a graph and finding a path that causes it are classic problems in graph algorithms. It appears in countless practical applications and is an important concept in transportation (and communication) engineering, computer science, network routing, network analysis [63], image processing [37, 61], operation research [19, pages 657], VLSI design [66], DNA analysis [70], bio-informatics...
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[39], chemical compounds [6, 31], computational geometry and robotics [33], to mention few central areas of interest. Because of its rich in applications, the work on such problems are deep and vast (in all kinds of classic graphs, directed or undirected, weighted or unweighted), in both the scientific community and engineering community. In addition, shortest path algorithms also have applications as a subroutine in other combinatorial optimization algorithms such as network flows [19, pages 708–709]. One of the basic and key problem in transportation and network analysis is the computation of the shortest paths between any two locations on a network. In computer network, the transportation could be routing messages. For instance, given a road map (or network) on which the distance is marked between every pair of adjacent cities (or nodes), find the shortest possible route between every such pair of cities (or nodes). For such a road map, we can model the graph by representing cities as vertices, road segments between cities as edges, and road distances as edge weights.

1.2 Preliminaries and notations

Let $G = (V(G), E(G))$ be a connected and simple (i.e., without loops and multiple edges) graph on $|V(G)| = n$ and $|E(G)| = m$. The graph $G$ may be directed or undirected, and edges of $G$ may be weighted or unweighted. If $G$ is weighted, then the edge weights may be real-valued or integers, of either negative or nonnegative. For a weighted graph, the weight of a path is the sum of the weights of its edges on that path. For an unweighted graph, the weight of an edge is taken to be one. A shortest path between two vertices $u$ and $v$ is a path of minimum weight. For $u, v \in V(G)$, the distance between two vertices $u$ and $v$, denoted by $d(u, v)$ is defined as follows. (i) Graph $G$ is unweighted: The distance $d(u, v) = 1$, if $uv \in E(G)$, and $d(u, v) =$ the length of a shortest path joining $u$ and $v$ (or smallest number of edges connecting $u$ and $v$), otherwise. (ii) Graph $G$ is weighted: Here the distance $d(u, v) =$ the sum of the weights of the edges along the shortest path joining $u$ and $v$.

The single-source shortest distance (SSSD) problem is to compute $d(s, v)$ from a given source vertex $s$ to all other vertices $v$ in the graph. The single-source shortest path (SSSP) problem is to compute the shortest paths from a given source vertex $s$ to all other vertices in the graph. The all-pairs shortest distance (APSD) problem is to compute $d(u, v)$ between all pairs of vertices $u, v$ in the graph. The all-pairs shortest path (APSP) problem is to compute the shortest paths between all pairs of vertices in the graph.

Given an unweighted undirected graph $G$, the Wiener index $W(G)$ of $G$ is
defined as
\[ W(G) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{u \in V(G)} \sum_{v \in V(G)} d(u, v). \]  

(1)

The Wiener index comes under various names such as transmission, total status, gross status, graph distance, and sum of all distances.

For an unweighted undirected graph \( G \), the average distance \( \mu(G) \) of \( G \) is defined by
\[
\mu(G) = \frac{1}{n(n-1)} \sum_{u \in V(G)} \sum_{v \in V(G)} d(u, v) = \frac{2W(G)}{n(n-1)}. 
\]  

(2)

From (2), we see that the quantity \( \mu(G) \) is closely related to \( W(G) \). For a connected undirected graph \( G \), with a nonnegative edge weight, the Minimum Average Distance (MAD) spanning tree of \( G \) (MAD tree in short) is a spanning tree of \( G \) with minimum average distance.

The Wiener index of vertex-weighted graphs was introduced in [54]. If \( G \) is a graph with weight function \( w : V(G) \to \mathbb{N}^+ \), then the Wiener index \( W(G, w) \) of a vertex-weighted graph \( (G, w) \) is defined as
\[
W(G, w) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{u \in V(G)} \sum_{v \in V(G)} w(u)w(v)d(u, v). 
\]  

(3)

Notice that if all weights of vertices in the graph are unit (or one), then \( W(G, w) = W(G) \).

It is well known that there are many variants of shortest paths problem. Typically it is categorized into the SSSP problem and the APSP problem. In this short survey we consider only the APSP problem and their related problems in graphs.

A survey by Zwick [90], the exact and approximate distances in graphs are considered. In particular, the paper gives a survey on both SSSP and APSP algorithms and the related distances such as spanners (a sparse subgraph that approximates all the distances between every pair of vertices) and approximate distance oracles (concise representation of approximate distances together with quick means of extracting these approximations). Although [90] gives a survey on the APSP problem and mentions some open problems, we revisit this problem in detail and in addition we survey the recent results on general graphs as well as on restricted family of graphs. Furthermore we also give the survey on the variants of APSP problem defined above mostly focusing on the results of algorithmic computation.

We begin with the all-pairs shortest paths problem.
2 All-pairs shortest paths problem

2.1 Background

The APSP problem is undoubtedly one of the most fundamental and classical problem in graph algorithms and is well known in the research community, yet, the complexity of this problem has remained open to date even though it runs in polynomial time. Recall that the significance of the APSP problem and each of its variants defined above are rich in applications. Almost all known shortest path algorithms are computed based on the following two types of computational models:

- **Comparison-addition model**: The shortest path algorithms in this model assumes the input to be real-weighted graphs, where the only operations allowed on reals are comparisons and additions and no other operations are allowed. These operations are assumed to take $O(1)$ time. The comparison operation finds the larger of two real numbers, whereas the addition operation generates a new real number from the existing two real numbers. Clearly, in this model, based on the outcome of previous comparisons, the algorithm chooses the next operation. Moreover, since this model fits with the assumption of real numbers which are arbitrary values, it cannot distinguish between reals and integers–hence no integer can be produced from a real variable.

- **Random Access Machine (RAM) model**: Here the shortest path algorithms assume the input to be integer-weighted graphs, where integers are manipulated by additions, subtractions, comparisons, shifts, and various logical bit operations on machine words (see [1]). These operations take $O(1)$ time. In this model, each word of memory is assumed to be $w$-bit wide, capable of holding an integer in the range $\{-2^{w-1}, \ldots, 2^{w-1}-1\}$. Usually, it is assumed that $w = \Theta(\log n)$, which is the standard realistic assumption, where $n$ is the input size.

Note that most of the intricate algorithms solving shortest paths problem, work in RAM model. Given the APSP problem, it is important for us to consider the implementation of this algorithm in practice. But unfortunately, some of the algorithms are far from being practical. So, there is a great deal of interest in obtaining faster algorithms in solving the APSP problem on general graphs in practice. The progress on the APSP problem have focused mostly on the following two approaches:
Combinatorial approach: Combinatorial algorithms are good in practice because they rely on the efficient computation of small subproblems, but unfortunately these algorithms are typically worse in theoretical bounds. However these algorithms can give better asymptotic bounds for sparse graphs.

Algebraic approach: Algebraic algorithms are far from being practical because they suffer from large hidden constants in the running time bound and large overhead of fast matrix multiplication since they rely on matrix multiplication over a ring, but fortunately these algorithms achieve good theoretical bounds. Hence these algorithms may be viewed of only theoretical interests.

Finding the APSP problem in a graph has received a considerable attention from the research community and have been studied extensively in both theory and practice. Although the APSP problem is solvable by repeated applications of SSSP algorithms, the APSP problem can be solved efficiently for arbitrary graphs as well as for other classes of problems. The various class of problems include: algorithms for restricted families of graphs, such as interval graphs (see [3, 57, 68, 75]), circular arc graphs (see [3, 75]), strongly chordal graphs (see [5, 20, 44]) etc.; algorithms for dynamic versions of the problems (see [28, 53]); parallel algorithms (see [16, 17]). For certain applications, computing exact distances (respectively shortest paths) over all pairs of vertices of a graph may be quite expensive. Also the algorithms computing exact distances using fast matrix multiplication technique are impractical since it suffers from large hidden constants. In the last decade many researchers considered all-pairs approximate shortest paths (APASP) problem [74] where a number of sub-cubic algorithms have been designed using a simple and novel combinatorial ideas, and also designing an optimal (quadratic) algorithms for some restricted graph classes using simple and efficient approach. Optimal algorithms for some restricted graph classes are discussed in Section 2.4. Often in practice, instead of computing exact distance (respectively shortest paths) between any pair of vertices of a graph, computing near distance (respectively shortest paths) is good enough. An algorithm computing approximate distance (or shortest path) for any given pair of vertices may have some kind of error associated with the distance (or shortest path) and this error can be additive (also known as surplus) or multiplicative (also known as stretch). That is, approximate distances (or shortest paths) are longer than the actual distances (or shortest paths). The all-pairs surplus-a length, $a \geq 0$, is to compute the length of at least $d(u,v)$ and at most $d(u,v) + a$ for all pairs of vertices $u,v \in V(G)$. 
The all-pairs stretch-$t$ length, $t \geq 1$, is to compute the length of at least $d(u,v)$ and at most $t \cdot d(u,v)$ for all pairs of vertices $u, v \in V(G)$.

**Statement of the APSP problem:** Given an input graph $G = (V(G), E(G))$, the goal is to compute the distances, and construct their corresponding shortest paths between all pairs of vertices in the graph. The output is thus a distance matrix and the shortest paths that causes it.

In the following subsections, only the exact results of the static version of the APSP problem are considered.

### 2.2 Arbitrary weighted graph

Suppose the problem needs to report the distances (respectively shortest paths) between all pairs of vertices of the graph. Then the time complexity for such a problem must be at least $\Omega(n^2)$ since there are $\binom{n}{2} = \Theta(n^2)$ pairs of vertices. It is well known that the straightforward approach to solve the APSP problem is to run the SSSP problem for each vertex (as source) of the graph. The classical results of SSSP problems are Bellman-Ford and Dijkstra’s algorithms. Using Bellman-Ford SSSP algorithm $n$ times [19, 651–654], the APSP problem for arbitrary graphs with real-edge weights can be solved in time $O(n^2 m)$. Using Dijkstra’s SSSP algorithm $n$ times [27], and using a Fibonacci-heap implementation Fredman and Tarjan [40] (with Johnson’s [51] preprocessing step if negative weights are allowed), the APSP problem (on nonnegative edge weights) can be solved in time $O(n^2 \log n + mn)$. Then Pettie [64] has shown that the first term can be reduced to $O(n^2 \log \log n)$ time. As $m$ can be as high as $\Omega(n^2)$, the running time of the above algorithms can be as bad as $\Omega(n^3)$. However, the APSP problem can be solved efficiently without the application of SSSP algorithms. It may be noted that all of the algorithms aforementioned in this subsection work in comparison-addition model.

#### 2.2.1 Dense real-weighted graphs

The classical Floyd-Warshall algorithm [19, 693–697] solves the APSP problem using dynamic programming technique in time $O(n^3)$. It is one the notable algorithms that is too short, simple to implement, well understood, and works better on adjacency matrices than adjacency lists. Also note that this algorithm work in comparison-addition model. Let $A = (a_{ij})$ and $B = (b_{ij})$ be two $n \times n$ matrices. Then the distance matrix multiplication (DMM) $C = AB$
is an $n \times n$ matrix $C = (c_{ij})$ with $c_{ij} = \min_{k=1}^{n} \{a_{ik} + b_{kj}\}$ for $1 \leq i, j \leq n$. The distance matrix multiplication (also known as the min-plus matrix multiplication) can be naively computed using $O(n^3)$ additions and comparisons. It is well known that the APSP problem is closely related to the problem of computing distance product of matrices. That is, the time complexity of DMM is asymptotically equal to that of the APSP problem for a graph with $n$ vertices (see [1]). Fredman [41] was the first to find the possibility of obtaining a subcubic algorithm for computing the distance product of two $n \times n$ matrices using only $O(n^{2.5})$ comparisons and additions. But there is no clear specification about as to which comparisons should be made nor how to infer the result from the outcome of these comparisons; however, Fredman was able, to use his observation to obtain an explicit subcubic algorithm for the distance product, and hence for the APSP problem. His approach was based on the construction of decision tree whose depth is $O(n^{2.5})$ to solve certain small-sized subproblems. However there is no known polynomial-time implementation of his algorithm. Fredman [41] somehow was able to show that the APSP problem can be solved in $O(n^3 \log^{1/3} \log n / \log^{1/3} n)$ time. Takaoka [77] presented much simpler and efficient algorithm in $O(n^3 \log^{1/2} \log n / \log^{1/2} n)$ time based on similar ideas but using table look-up. Dobosiewicz [30] obtained $O(n^3 / \log^{1/2} n)$ time algorithm by exploiting a different approach bit-level parallelism (i.e., simultaneous operations on log $n$ bits contained in a single machine word). Han [46], Takaoka [78], and Zwick [92] obtained, respectively, $O(n^3 \log^{5/7} \log n / \log^{5/7} n)$, $O(n^3 \log^{2} \log n / \log n)$ and $O(n^3 \log^{1/2} \log n / \log n)$ time algorithms and they all involved even more complicated combinations of approaches. Chan [10] obtained $O(n^3 / \log n)$ time algorithm by using somewhat different approach. The speedup of his algorithm is obtained by using a simple geometric approach. Han [47] obtained $O(n^3 \log^{5/4} \log n / \log^{5/4} n)$ by using a more sophisticated word-packing tricks. Chan [12] obtained $O(n^3 \log^2 \log n / \log^2 n)$ time algorithm using the approaches from the previous algorithms by Chan [10] and by Han [47]. That is, his algorithm combines the geometric approach by Chan [10] and more sophisticated word-packing tricks by Han [47]. The paper also gives the results for APSP problem on a large class of geometrically weighted graphs, where the weight of an edge is a function of the coordinates of its vertices. His approach also extends to the case of small-integer-weighted graphs which is not as good as Zwicks algorithm [91]. However, his approach more generally extends to the case where weights are taken from small set of real values yielding the first truly subcubic result ($O(n^{2.844})$ time) for APSP in real vertex-weighted graphs, as well as an improved result ($O(n^{2.688})$ time) for the all-pairs lightest shortest path (among all shortest paths connect-
ing $u$ and $v$, the lightest shortest path is a shortest path that uses smallest number of edges) problem for small integer-weighted graphs. As Tong-Wook Shinn and Tadao Takaoka mentions in [72], currently the best known upper bound is $O(n^3 \log \log n / \log^2 n)$ due to Han and Takaoka [48].

2.2.2 Dense integer-weighted graphs

Matrix multiplication is one of the most basic problems in mathematics and computer science. For a long time, the fastest algorithm for multiplying two $n \times n$ matrices was $O(n^\omega)$ time bound, where $\omega < 2.376$ [18]. Recently, Vassilevska Williams [84], improved this long-standing bound to $O(n^\omega)$ time bound, where $\omega < 2.3727$. Very recently, Le Gall [56] achieved a faster algorithm which is better than all known algorithms for rectangular matrix multiplication. Thanks to Le Gall [56] for his achievement in rectangular matrix multiplication. The results obtained in [56] are a generalization of Coppersmith-Winograd’s approach [18] to the rectangular setting. Moreover the algorithms presented in [56] gives an improvement for computing the product of two sparse square matrices but for the product of dense square matrices. Thus we assume that the fastest algorithm for multiplying two $n \times n$ matrices in general is $O(n^{2.3727})$ time due to [84]. In the last decade, many researchers have shown that matrix multiplication over rings [18, 76] can be used to obtain faster algorithms (i.e., subcubic algorithms) for solving the APSP problem in dense graphs with small integer edge weights, where the weights lie in the range \{1, \ldots, M\} for some constant $M$. In this case, Galil and Margalit [42] gave an $\tilde{O}(M^{(\omega+1)/2} n^\omega)$ time algorithm for undirected graphs, and Alon et al. [2] gave an $\tilde{O}(n^{(3+\omega)/2}) = O(n^{2.688})$ time algorithm for directed graphs. Then a series of subcubic algorithms [42, 71, 73, 91] have been developed. Currently, the best known algorithm for the APSP problem over directed graphs with small integer weights is in time $O(n^{2.5302})$ due to [56] (since it relies on rectangular matrix multiplication), improving over $O(n^{2.575})$ time by Zwick [91]. For undirected graphs, currently the best known APSP algorithm using fast matrix multiplication technique is $\tilde{O}(Mn^\omega)$ time bound due to Shoshan and Zwick [73].

2.2.3 Sparse graphs

Johnson [51] observed that the APSP problem can be solved efficiently on sparse graphs. That is, if the graph has negative edge weights with no negative-weight cycles, then the new set of nonnegative edge weights allows to pre-
serve shortest paths by reweighting technique (see [19, pages 700–704]) in time $O(mn)$. Johnson’s algorithm uses the Bellman-Ford and Dijkstra’s algorithms as subroutines yielding an APSP algorithm for arbitrary weighted graphs in time $O(mn + n^2 \log n)$. Later, Pettie [64] has shown that the second term can be reduced to $O(n^2 \log \log n)$ time for directed graphs, and Pettie and Ramachandran [65] has shown that the second term can be reduced to $O(n^2 \alpha(m, n))$ time for undirected graphs, where $\alpha$ is slow growing inverse-Ackermann function.

There are also results for solving the APSP problem on integer-weighted graphs. The existing implementations of Dijkstra’s algorithm on APSP [45, 81] for integer-weighted graphs run in time $O(\min\{mn (\log \log n)^{1/2}, mn + n^2 \log \log n\})$. Then Thorup [80] gave bounds on APSP problem using hierarchy-based approach for undirected graphs in time $O(mn)$. Later Hagerup [43] was able to show the bounds on APSP problem for directed graphs using hierarchy-based approach in time $O(mn + n^2 \log \log n)$. The author generalized Thorup’s approach that gave a new approach to view the commonalities between all hierarchy-type algorithms and in particular, it gives a one-line characterization for all hierarchy-type algorithms. This characterization leads to prove lower bounds on their complexities in the comparison-addition model.

2.3 Arbitrary unweighted graph

2.3.1 Dense graphs

For a weighted graph $G$, let the edge weights of $G$ be a unit weight. Then, the APSP problem can be solved by the simple Floyd-Warshall algorithm [19, pages 693–697] in time $O(n^3)$. Improved results show that it runs in $O(mn + n^2 \log n)$ time (Dijkstra’s algorithm [19, pages 658–662], Johnson [51], Fredman and Tarjan [40]). Using Pettie algorithm [64] the APSP problem can be solved in time $O(n^2 \log \log n + mn)$. Taking $G$ to be an unweighted graph, the algorithm for APSP can be solved by running breadth-first search (BFS) [19, pages 594–601] once from each vertex (as source) of $G$. This takes a time $O(n^2 + mn)$. As $m$ can be as high as $\Omega(n^2)$, the running time of the above algorithms can be as bad as $\Omega(n^3)$. Again all of the algorithms aforementioned in this subsection work in comparison-addition model.

For unweighted undirected graphs, Galil and Margalit [42] and Seidel [71] showed that fast matrix multiplication algorithms can be used to obtain improved algorithms for the APSP problem for graphs with small integer weights. The running time of their algorithms is $\tilde{O}(n^\omega)$ (it may be noted that $\tilde{O}(n)$
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\[= O(n \log^k n); \text{ that is, } \tilde{O}(n) = O(n) \text{ with logarithmic factors ignored}.\] The Seidel’s algorithm is simple and elegant. However, there seems to be no simple way of using Seidel’s elegant technique on weighted graphs. The algorithm of Galil and Margalit [42], on the other hand, can be extended to handle on weighted (small integer weights) graphs.

There are also results for unweighted directed graphs for solving the APSP problem that use fast matrix multiplication algorithms when the edge weights are small integers. In this case, Alon et al. [2] were the first to obtain a \(O(n^{2.688})\) algorithm. The authors first give a simple version of the APSP problem for directed graphs with edge weights taken from the set \([-1, 0, +1]\). Then they have extended their algorithm to the case of edge weights which are integers with a small absolute value. Later Zwick [91] obtained a running time of \(O(n^{2.575})\). Recently, Le Gall [56] has improved the result to obtain a running time of \(O(n^{2.5302})\).

By exploiting graph compression technique, a new combinatorial idea, Feder and Motwani [38] obtained \(O(mn \log \left(\frac{n}{m} \right) / \log n)\) time, an improved algorithm that achieves log-factor speedups for solving APSP in the unweighted undirected graphs. Generally, log-factor speedups may be possible when there is some amount of redundancy or repetition in the input or computational process. As mentioned in [38], the compressed graph \(G^*\) of a graph \(G\) encodes some aspects of the structure of \(G\) and has the following properties: (i) \(G^*\) is a graph with \(m^*\) edges, where \(m^* < m\). (ii) It is computationally easy to convert \(G\) into \(G^*\), and vice versa. Therefore, the compression may be viewed as a data structure for representing the graph \(G\).

2.3.2 Sparse graphs

Recall that the straightforward approach for solving APSP problem is to run BFS once from each vertex (source) of \(G\) which takes a time \(O(n^2 + mn)\). The algorithms of Galil and Margalit [42], and Seidel [71] do not improve over the naive approach \(O(n^2 + mn)\) algorithm when \(m = o(n^{\omega-1})\). As mentioned above, Feder and Motwani [38] obtained \(O(mn \log \left(\frac{n}{m} \right) / \log n)\) time algorithm which is an improvement over \(O(mn)\). Then, Chan [11] gave bounds that runs in \(o(mn)\) time for undirected graphs. This analysis is based on one crucial parameter, \(m\), the number of edges in the graph. That is, the results for small values of \(m\). In [11] the time bounds of the algorithms improves over time bounds including the naive bound, Seidel’s [71] algorithm, and Feder and Motwani’s [38] algorithm, for all \(m \ll n^{1.376}\). Later, Blelloch et al. [7] presented a new combinatorial data structure method that beats Feder and Motwani’s and
Chan's result. The running time of their algorithm is $O(mn \log (\frac{n^2}{m}) / \log^2 n)$. The ability of this new data structure lies in computing sparse vector products quickly and tolerate matrix updates. Using their data structure, the authors give best running time bounds for four fundamental graph problems: transitive closure, APSP on unweighted graphs, maximum weight triangle, and all pairs least common ancestors. The authors also point out that by using the data structure gives the first asymptotic improvement over $O(mn)$ for all pairs least common ancestors on directed acyclic graphs.

2.4 Restricted family of graphs

When dealing with special graph classes, it is well known that the algorithmic computation of the given problem on such graph classes can be solved more efficiently. These algorithms are good enough for many practical applications since graph classes are more structured than just being general graphs. Computing exact distances (respectively shortest paths) over all pairs of vertices of a graph may be quite expensive on general graphs. So, many researchers started considering the APSP problem on special graph classes. The results on some of the restricted classes of graphs are truly overwhelming because of some optimal $O(n^2)$ algorithms are known for solving the APSP problem. These include: interval graphs, circular arc graphs, planar graphs (see [49]), permutation graphs, bipartite permutation graphs, strongly chordal graphs, chordal bipartite graphs, distance-hereditary graphs, and dually chordal graphs. The results of APSP problem for such graph classes [33] may be consulted.

The work by Han et al. [44], presents an optimal $O(n^2)$ time algorithm for solving the APSP problem on chordal graph if $G^2 (G^2 = (V, E'),$ where $\{u, v\} \in E'$ if and only if $1 \leq d(u, v) \leq 2$) is known. The authors claims that computing $G^2$ for chordal graphs is as hard as for general graphs. They also point out that $G^2$ can be computed more efficiently for special classes of chordal graphs such as planar chordal, k-chordal, and strongly chordal giving rise to optimal algorithms for the APSP problem on these classes of graphs in a more natural way than the previous results. An optimal parallel algorithm for the APSP problem on chordal graphs are also presented.

The author in [33], gives a simple and efficient approach to solve all-pairs approximate shortest paths (APASP) problem on the class of weakly chordal graphs and its subclasses. Moreover, the work in [33] presents a unified approach to solve APASP and APSP problems on graph classes including chordal, strongly chordal, chordal bipartite, and distance-hereditary graphs. A few open problems related to the distances are also suggested. Later, Mondal et al. [59]
and Saha et al. [69] obtained optimal algorithms for solving APSP on the class of trapezoid graphs and circular arc graphs respectively. For the definition of various families of graphs [8, 33] may be consulted.

An important observation: For each of the graph classes aforementioned, the APSP problem is solved using a simple and efficient approach which are important from the practical point of view.

2.5 Concluding remarks and open issues of APSP problem

Based on the results aforementioned, we conclude this section with few open issues and remarks on computing the APSP problem.

• Whether in general there exists a truly sub-cubic algorithm for the APSP problem in the comparison-addition model that runs in time $O(n^{3-\epsilon})$, for some constant $\epsilon > 0$?

• On an arbitrary unweighted graphs, the fact that the fastest combinatorial algorithm for APSP problem (despite aforementioned fast non-combinatorial algorithms based on matrix multiplication) is by running BFS [19, pages 594–601] once from each vertex (as source) of a graph. Obtaining a faster combinatorial algorithm for APSP problem on such graphs in fact will be a major breakthrough.

• Recall that the APSP problem is closely related to the problem of computing distance product of matrices. Thus the most important open issue in algebraic complexity, is finding the optimal value of the exponent of square matrix multiplication. For further information on square matrix multiplication we refer [56] and references therein.

• The author in [43] gave the bounds on APSP problem for directed graphs in the word RAM model that runs in time $O(mn + n^2 \log \log n)$. It would be desirable to obtain the bound $O(mn)$.

• For undirected graphs, currently the best known APSP algorithm using fast matrix multiplication technique is $\tilde{O}(Mn^\omega)$ time bound due to Shoshan and Zwick [73]. As mentioned in [90], the authors in [73] show that the APSP problem for undirected graphs with edge weights taken from $\{0, 1, \ldots, M\}$ is harder than the problem of computing the distance product of two $n \times n$ matrices with elements taken from the same range by at most a logarithmic factor. Thus on undirected graphs a challenging problem for the APSP problem could be, by considering larger values of $M$, and obtaining truly sub-cubic algorithm for it.
• A great variety of optimal \( O(n^2) \) algorithms were developed for solving the APSP problem on restricted family of graphs as mentioned in section 2.4. It would be interesting to know for which other greater graph classes the APSP problem can be solved in \( O(n^2) \) time.

Next we consider the Wiener index or average distance problem.

3 Wiener index or average distance

3.1 Background

The Wiener index (or Wiener number) problem is a well-known distance based graph invariant in mathematical chemistry. The work on the theory of Wiener indices is deep and vast, in both the biochemical community and mathematical community. In chemical graph theory, the structure of a chemical compound is usually modeled as a polygonal shape—paths, trees, graphs, etc., which is often called the molecular graph of this compound, where each vertex represents an atom of the molecule, and covalent bonds between atoms are represented by edges between the corresponding vertices (see [4, 67, 82]). In chemistry, much of the problems have influenced the development of graph-theory-based molecular structure-descriptors called the topological indices. Among all the topological indices, Wiener index \( W(G) \) is the most important one (from middle 1970s), thoroughly studied and frequently used (see [87]). The Wiener index have been studied in both the mathematical and chemical literature. The majority of chemical applications lie in the study of Wiener index of acyclic (molecular) graphs. Most of the prior work on Wiener indices deals with two types of problems: Wiener index problem for graphs and the inverse Wiener index problem. The Wiener index problem deals with the efficient computation of the index, the upper and lower bounds on the index values, and the relation of the Wiener index to other quantities of the graph. The inverse Wiener index problem is: Given a positive integer \( k \), does there exist a graph whose Wiener index is \( k \). If so, can we compute it efficiently? For more information on the Wiener index especially for trees see [31] and references therein.

The average distance is one of the important parameter in metric graph theory. As mentioned in [55], it has numerous applications in many areas including computer science, cheminformatics, mathematics, and recent application in phylogenetics (see [88]). One of the fundamental parameter in computer science is to measure the cost of communication in a computer net-
work. In a network model, the time delay or signal degradation in sending a message between any two points is often proportional to the distance a message must travel. When $G$ represents a network, the average distance $\mu(G)$ problem can be viewed as a tool in analyzing networks since it is a measure on the time needed to traverse the messages between two randomly chosen points in the average-case performance of a network as opposed to the diameter (maximum of all shortest-path distances), which indicates the worst-case performance time \cite{23}. Therefore, the quantity $\mu(G)$ play a significant role in analyzing communication networks and has been studied widely in \cite{9, 23, 24, 25, 26, 29, 62, 88}. For more information on the average distance see \cite{9, 62} and references therein.

### 3.2 Computation of Wiener index or average distance

The previous and ongoing work related to Wiener index or average distance are: Wiener index problem for graphs and the Inverse Wiener index problem. As a result, the research findings on such problems include obtaining upper and lower bounds, determining relationships to other quantities, determining inverse Wiener index problem, obtaining closed form expressions, and algorithmic determination of the Wiener index. In this short survey we discuss only a few important closed form expressions and the algorithmic determination of the Wiener index or the average distance.

One motivation comes from the following problem posed by F. R. K. Chung \cite{15}: Is there an asymptotically faster algorithm for computing average distance than computing all distances between vertices of the graph?

S. Klavžar et al. \cite{55}, mentions that the average distance can be studied equivalently as the Wiener index (or the network distance)–hence the fundamental task would be the computation of the average distance or the Wiener index efficiently. For a general graph $G$, one way of computing $W(G)$ or $\mu(G)$ algorithmically is to run the APSD problem; that is it can be computed in polynomial time, \cite{58}. Thus the results of APSP problem for unweighted undirected graphs including arbitrary graphs and restricted classes of graphs follows for computing $W(G)$ or $\mu(G)$. Besides, more efficient algorithms (i.e., linear or even sub-linear algorithms) have been developed for its computation on some restricted classes of graphs. In \cite{13} a linear algorithm were proposed for the Wiener index of benzenoid graphs, while in \cite{14} a sub-linear time algorithm for the same problem were proposed. Some of the results on restricted classes of graphs are mentioned below.

As Dobrynin et al. mentions in \cite{31}, the early work by Entringer et al.
[34], closed form expressions for $W(G)$ for large classes of trees are given. Among all trees of order $n$, the best known are $W(P_n) = \frac{(n+1)}{3}$ and $W(S_n) = (n - 1)^2$, where $P_n$ and $S_n$ denote the path and star of a graph of order $n$ respectively. It is easy to see that among all trees of order $n$, the Wiener indices of $P_n$ and $S_n$, respectively, are maximum and minimum. In [34] it has been showed that for any tree $T$ of order $n$ that is different from $P_n$ and $S_n$, $W(S_n) < W(T_n) < W(P_n)$. Dobrynin et al. [31], gives a detailed survey on the results known for the Wiener index of different class of trees. For example, the authors outlines computational methods of $W(G)$, combinatorial expressions for $W(G)$, connections between $W(G)$ and the center and centroid of a tree, and connections between $W(G)$ and the Laplacian eigenvalues. Results on the Wiener indices of line graphs of trees, on trees extremal w.r.t. $W(G)$, and on integers which cannot be Wiener indices of trees are also given. The related theory and applications are also mentioned.

Hexagonal systems (HS’s) are a special type of plane graphs in which all interior regions (faces) are bounded by hexagons; that is, the two hexagons either have one common edge or have no common vertex, and no three hexagons share a common edge. HS’s have applications in chemistry since they provide a graph representation of benzenoid hydrocarbons. In [32], the authors outlines the results known for Wiener index $W$ of the HS: method for computation of $W$ (of a HS can be computed in time $O(n)$ and a sublinear time algorithm for simple HS’s), expressions relating $W$ with the structure of the respective HS, results on HS’s extremal with respect to $W$, and on integers that cannot be the $W$-values of HS’s.

An interesting conjecture on Wiener index of trees: It states that except for some finite set of integers, every integer $n$ is the Wiener index of some tree. Ban et al. [6], showed that enumerating all possible trees to verify this conjecture is not required. They show that searching in a small special family of trees known as caterpillars (a tree is a caterpillar if the deletion of all its end vertices produces a path) suffices and hence achieving the first polynomial time algorithm up to integer $n$ to verify the conjecture. They also provide many efficient algorithms for computing trees with given Wiener indices, and implementation results show that their performance is asymptotically better than their theoretical worst-case upper bound. The authors also point out that the approaches in their paper can be used as general techniques for tree construction problems in combinatorial biology and chemistry when it is necessary to deal with tree classes.

In [24], a sharp upper bound for $\mu(G)$ of a graph is given depending on the order of a graph and the independence number (maximum size of an inde-
dependent (pair-wise nonadjacent) set of vertices of $G$). The author answers the question posed by Erdos asking for bounds on the independence number of a graph with a given $\mu(G)$. The author also gives the upper and lower bounds on $\mu(G)$ depending on the matching number (maximum size of an independent (pair-wise nonadjacent) set of edges of $G$).

Dankelmann [23], gives an algorithm for computing $\mu(G)$ on an interval graph of size $o(n^2)$ in time $O(m)$ (recall that $m$ denote the number of edges in a graph). This implies that for such a graph and size, $W(G)$ can be computed in time $O(m)$. In [23], apart from computing $\mu(G)$ of an interval graph, it is also argued that when $G$ is a tree instead of interval graphs, $\mu(G)$ of a tree of order $n$ can be computed in time $O(n)$ which is optimal. Thus when $G$ is a tree, $W(G)$ can be computed in time $O(n)$.

Iyer and Reddy [85] obtained a closed-form expression for Wiener index of binomial tree. They also provide efficient algorithms for computing the Wiener indices of Fibonacci trees and binary Fibonacci trees with $F_k$ ($k$-th Fibonacci number) vertices in time $O(\log F_k)$. This bound is an improvement over the bound obtained in [23]. That is, in [23] for any tree $T$ with $n$ vertices, $W(T)$ can be computed by an algorithm in time $O(n)$.

Although algorithms are available for average distance on strongly chordal graphs based on the APSP problem which runs in time $O(n^2)$, the author in [83] obtained a new algorithm that is not dependent on the APSP problem for average distance on strongly chordal graphs which runs in $O(n^2)$. Though the time bound is same, but the algorithm in [83] runs better than the previous algorithms on an average.

Very recently S. Klavžar et al. [55], proposed the average distance in interconnection networks via reduction theorems for vertex-weighted graphs. Their idea is to first shrink the original graph into smaller weighted graphs called quotient graphs. Then shrink this quotient graphs further into smaller weighted graphs called reduced graphs. During this shrinking process, a part of the Wiener index of the bigger graph is added as a corresponding weight to the smaller graph. Finally, the Wiener index of the original graph is calculated by the way of the Wiener index of the weighted reduced graphs. They have also demonstrated the significance of this technique by computing the average distance of butterfly and hypertree architectures. For other results on the average distance see [55] and references therein.
3.3 Concluding remarks and open issues of Wiener index or average distance

The problem of finding Wiener index and average distance of a graph are studied extensively in the literature. For general graphs, obtaining asymptotically faster algorithm for Wiener index (or average distance) directly without the application of APSD problem of a graph was not so obvious. So, researchers have explored on restricted family of graphs to obtain a better algorithm for computing Wiener index (or average distance) than the APSD problem. Based on the results aforementioned, we conclude this section with few open issues and future research in algorithmic computation of Wiener index (or average distance) of a graph:

- Is there a genuinely asymptotically faster algorithm for computing average distance in general than computing all distances between vertices of the graph [15]?

- Dankelmann [23] gave an algorithm for computing $\mu(G)$ of an interval graph $G$ of size $o(n^2)$ in time $O(m)$. Thus it would be interesting to know for which other graph classes $\mu(G)$ can be computed in $O(m)$ time. One of the possible candidate could be strongly chordal graphs. In [83], an algorithm for $\mu(G)$ on strongly chordal graphs obtained $O(n^2)$ time bound. An interesting problem is, whether a similar technique can be extended to obtain that runs in linear time in the size of input graph.

- In [85], the results on Fibonacci trees and binary Fibonacci trees with $F_k$ ($k$-th Fibonacci number) vertices, algorithms are obtained for computing their Wiener indices in time $O(\log F_k)$. For definitions of Fibonacci trees and binary Fibonacci trees and their applications we refer [85]. It would be desirable to obtain a closed form expression for computing their Wiener indices.

- Zmazek and Žerovnik [89] gave a linear time algorithm for weighted Wiener index on weighted cactus graphs (a graph is cactus if every edge lies on at most one cycle). The authors in [55], gave the result by introducing a new technique for computing the weighted Wiener index of butterfly networks and hypertree networks. But their method is applicable only to those families of graphs that partitions the edge set of a network into components using transitive closure which in turn enables their weighted Wiener index to compute efficiently. Thus it would be interesting to determine a unified way that is applicable on different graph
classes. In addition, using the newly introduced technique in [55], the open issue is, the computation of other topological indices.

Finally we consider the minimum average distance spanning tree problem.

4 MAD trees

In addition to average distance of a network, suppose if one is interested in designing a tree subnetwork of a given network such that the delay in sending a message between any two nodes of the network is minimum on the average, then such a tree can be modeled by finding the minimum average distance spanning tree (MAD) trees (MAD trees are also known as minimum routing cost spanning trees) [22]. Thus MAD trees also play an important role in communication networks [52]. It is well known that finding a minimum-cost spanning tree is one of the classic problem in algorithmic graph theory. Also there is an interest in finding the best spanning tree with important parameters such as minimum radius, minimum diameter, and minimum average distance (see [21]). In this section the following problem is considered: Statement of the problem: Given a connected, undirected graph $G$, the goal is to simply find a spanning tree of $G$ whose average distance is minimum.

4.1 Computation of MAD trees

The problem of finding a MAD tree in general is NP-hard [52]. So the natural question that arises is, for which special graph classes a MAD tree can be found in polynomial time. As mentioned in [21], Entringer et al. [36] showed that there is a spanning tree whose average distance is less than twice the average distance of the original, and that such a tree can be found in polynomial time. Later, a polynomial time approximation scheme for minimum routing cost spanning trees has been developed by Wu et al. [86]. For further results on MAD trees can be found in [35, 36]. In [21], an linear time algorithm is exhibited for computing a MAD tree of a given distance-hereditary graph. In [22] the average distance $\mu(G, w)$ of vertex-weighted graph $(G, w)$ is defined as follows. If $G$ is a graph with weight function $w : V(G) \to \mathbb{R}^+$, then

$$\mu(G, w) = \left(\frac{w(V)}{2}\right)^{-1} \sum_{u \in V(G)} \sum_{v \in V(G)} w(u)w(v)d(u, v),$$

where $w(V)$ is the total weight of the vertices in $G$. Dahlhaus et al. [22], show that for a given interval graph $G$ a MAD tree can be computed in time $O(m)$. 
If an interval representation of an interval graph $G$ with $n$ vertices is given and the left and the right boundaries of intervals are sorted, then a MAD tree of $G$ can be computed in $O(n)$ time. Dobrynin et al. [31] conjectured the following problem: the binomial tree is a MAD tree of the hypercube $H_k$. Tchuente et el. [79] made a step towards the proof of this conjecture by showing that the binomial tree $B_k$ is a local optimum with respect to the 1-move heuristic (A 1-move consists of adding to a tree $H$, an edge $e$ and removing an edge $e'$ from the unique cycle created by $e$).

Recently, Jana and Mondal [50], and Mondal [60], obtained efficient algorithms for computing MAD tree on permutation graphs and trapezoid graphs respectively in $O(n^2)$ time bound based on breadth-first tree.

### 4.2 Concluding remarks and open issues of MAD trees

Although the problem of finding a MAD tree is NP-hard in general, but fortunately there is a possibility of obtaining a polynomial time algorithm for restricted family of graphs. Based on the results aforementioned, we conclude this section with few open problems and future research in computing a MAD tree:

- Is there a polynomial time algorithm to find a MAD tree of a vertex weighted interval graph [21]? The authors in [21] point out that using their existing technique, the possible candidates for future research could be strongly chordal graphs.

- It would also be interesting to know for which other restricted graph classes a MAD tree can be computed in polynomial time. Because the result on distance-hereditary graphs is known in polynomial time, so apart from the strongly chordal graphs, the other possible candidate could also be chordal bipartite graphs.

- Hypercube is a well known and popular interconnection network for multicomputers. The question whether the binomial tree is a MAD tree of the hypercube remains open (see [31]) even though Tchuente et el. [79] made a step towards this open problem.

### 5 Conclusions

In this paper, we reviewed studies on the all-pairs shortest paths problem and its variants namely, the Wiener index, the average distance, and the minimum
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average distance spanning tree (MAD tree) problem in graphs. Each of these problems are undoubtedly fundamental and classical problems in graph algorithms and is well known in the research community. The significance of such problems are rich in applications. From the perspective of all-pairs shortest paths problem, the discussions are focused on the exact results of the static version. From the perspective of Wiener index, average distance, and MAD trees, the discussions are focused mostly on the algorithmic computation of such problems. Finally, under each section, some of the major open issues and future research are discussed on algorithmic determination and obtaining closed form expressions for each of such problems.
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